Victorian Medicine.?-Looking back over the Medicine of the late Victorian period, its thought seems to have been overweighted by progress in morbid anatomy and the young science of bacteriology. This led to an undue concentration on the diagnosis and classification of disease with a relative neglect of prophylaxis and the personality of the patient. The repute of a physician in the schools of medicine was determined largely by his success in predicting the precise morbid changes to be found post-mortem?hence the later description of this type as " mortuary Medicine." The tendency also to regard the patient too exclusively as an animal body subject to curious pathological changes with relative disregard of the afflicted human being and his reactions to his disabilities, has led to this phase being dubbed " veterinary Medicine." Structure was too much in the foreground of the picture and function too much in the background. These failings were probably exhibited to a more marked degree by the physicians of the medical schools and large hospitals of that day than by the family practitioners who were in closer touch with the social life of their patients and less affected by advances in pathology.
Surgery had entered on the vast expansion in operative procedures that followed that greatest of discoveries in preventive medicine, the antiseptic system, and the surgeon was preoccupied with the new technique and the manifold possibilities it opened up. His tendency was to regard the human body as a machine liable to defects calling for mechanical repair, and many anatomical adjustments were made in the hope of improving the efficiency of the machine. It was a great and fruitful period in the history of medicine, and natural that those of its day should be " pathology-minded," for pathology offered the widest prospect to explorers and adventurers.
Contrast it with present-day thought. Medicine to-day has become more sociological in its outlook, more preventive in its aim, and more individualised in its application to practice. Perspective has been corrected by due prominence being given to physiology. The promotion and maintenance of health are now given their proper place as the primary objective in medicine, and the diagnosis and treatment of disease, although forming the bulk of its practice and likely so to continue, are regarded as its secondary aim. The conditions in which folk live and have their being?housing, employment and environment generally?have become of much greater moment.
The personality of the patient counts for more?-his temperament and character, his work, family and other social relationships, and his adaptations thereto. Although many factors must have contributed to this change of outlook, the natural tendency to redress a balance temporarily disturbed by rapid progress in one direction must be given a prominent place, but much of the stimulus has come from the public at large rather than from within the medical profession. 
